
#dailyinspo



Morning coffee

Waking up

Sunshine

Family 

Friendships

Comfy bed 

Your 5 senses

Exercise 

Date night

Music 

Education

Clean water

Food 

A new day

Health

Kindness

Knowledge 

Progress

Memory

Stability

GratitudeIdeas
Gratitude is one way that can help us

feel grounded and more connected. It

helps us move into the present, when

our world may be overwhelming.



TopTasks
Tasks are important jobs that need to

be done but we often put them on our

procrastination list. Writing the top 3

tasks for the day helps focus on

attaining and achieving goals.

Clean the house

Grocery shop

Laundry 

Book meeting

Make exercise

routine

Pay bills 

Organise kids

Call family

Check-in with

the team

Finish

assignment

Fix lights in

office

Renew license

Plan date night

Start side

hustle*



Self-careTips
Self-care is not just a bottle of wine. It

is small actions taken to maintain

good physical, mental & emotional

health. At times we forget to nurture

and spend quality time with ourselves.

Regular sleep

Exercise

Gardening

Bubble Bath

Paint/Draw

Read/ Podcast

Meditation

Swim

Massage

Listen to music

Yoga/Pilates

Nails/Hair/

Massage

Journalling

Practice

gratitude

Vibrator

Netflix and wine



Power-hourTasks 
Morning, afternoon or night, we need

to put aside 1 hour of the day to smash

out little tasks that we put off. Is it

because they're not fun? Well, using

this power hour helps you mentally

prepare and get them done.

A 20 minute

walk

Call a friend

back

Quick grocery

shop

Clean room

Last minute

emails

Meal prep

Starting a

difficult task

Wash my hair

Laundry



OtherNotes
This is an extra box for your additional

thoughts, ideas or tasks for the next

day. As women we never stop thinking

which is neither good nor bad. We

need a space to keep it all other than

in our head. You can write:

How you felt

today

What to work on

for tomorrow

Anxious or

stressful

thoughts 

New self-care

ideas

Plan a getaway

A word to

motivate you

Last minute

tasks

A

recommended

Netflix show

What made you

feel good in the

day
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